STRIVE Prep is a community of public charter schools in Denver, CO, where every student is Learning to Change the World by building the skills they need to be successful today and in the future. Founded in 2006 on the belief that every child should have access to a high-quality education right in their neighborhood, STRIVE Prep has expanded to more than 3,500 students in 10 schools, spanning elementary, middle and high school.

MISSION
To meet every student where they are and empower them to succeed through college and career.

VISION
STRIVE Prep creates a just world where every individual succeeds and brings their full, authentic self.

CORE BELIEFS

ACHIEVEMENT
■ I commit to celebrating academic and personal success for all.
■ I commit to holding myself and others accountable to high expectations.
■ I commit to bringing passion and joy to my work.

JUSTICE
■ I commit to intentionally disrupt inequity, bias, and systems of oppression.
■ I commit to creating an environment of safe body, mind, and heart.
■ I commit to building a community where each person can bring their full, authentic self.

PERSEVERANCE
■ I commit to believing that we grow and get smarter through effort and by making mistakes.
■ I commit to showing up Con Ganas, where we never give up even when the work is hard.
■ I commit to showing up with integrity and doing the right thing even when the road is tough.

STRIVE Prep believes it is our responsibility to educate and build a community to intentionally disrupt systems of oppression. We believe all people deserve to learn, work, and live in an environment of safe body, mind, and heart, free of racism, classism, and other forms of oppression. Through our work, we will acknowledge, challenge, and respond to these harmful beliefs and actions while continuously educating ourselves and supporting others in our pursuit of an anti-racist world.